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Dear friends, supporters and other interested readers,

Once again, let me start with a brief update on the coronavirus situation in 
Cape Verde. 
Whereas Germany and many other countries are currently battling a second 
wave of infections, here in Cape Verde we haven’t even reached the crest of 
the first wave. For just over two weeks now, the number of cases has been at 
its highest since the pandemic started. This is mainly because Covid-19 is 
continuing to spread strongly on Santiago (which has a high density of 
population), especially in the capital, Praia. The other two islands with acute 
cases at present are Sal and, since 19 August, Fogo, which is now affected for 
the first time and has four people who have tested positive for the virus. This 
makes Brava the only island on which no cases of coronovirus have yet been 
identified; and there are currently no acute infections on Boavista, São 
Vicente, São Nicolau, Maio, or here on Santo Antão. The official statistics as at 
21 August 2020 are: a total of 3,412 cases (since the outbreak’s local onset on
16 March), of which 875 individuals are still sick and 2,498 have recovered; 
two patients who have been transferred to Europe; and 37 deaths – out of a 
total population of less than 500,000 on all of the islands combined. Removal 
of Cape Verde from the list of risk areas issued by Germany’s Robert Koch 
Institute (RKI) is not on the horizon at present. The increasing number of 
cases clearly exceeds the threshold level of 50 new infections per 100,000 
inhabitants per week; on the contrary, in fact they have led to the indefinite 
postponement of the reopening of the borders and the resumption of 
international commercial flights, both originally planned for 15 August. There 
has, however, been an air corridor between Portugal and Cape Verde, along 
which route eight flights a week are permitted. It is reserved for those 
travelling for health, family or business reasons – those unable to prove any of 
these reasons apply to them are not allowed to enter the country.



Due to the pandemic, numerous initiatives and projects are inactive, have been
delayed or will even have to be abandoned altogether. One regrettable 
example is the creation of a vegetable garden for our primary school, despite 
the fact that it is needed now more than ever. This is because the school is – 
with the aid of funding from Luxembourg – to receive a new mains water 
supply and undergo structural work improving the kitchen and its sanitation, 
including a new water connection for the school garden. These construction 
works are now subject to long delays due to Covid-19 and have still not been 
finished; no water will be available until their completion. What has already 
been done, however, is the preparation of a second area for cultivation and the
fencing of both garden plots, meaning that a start can be made as soon as the 
water has been hooked up. According to the latest information, the new school 
year is due to begin in October, provided the current situation allows this.

Just before the coronavirus situation worsened, we were able, this year – and 
for the first time – to hold a somewhat larger-scale summer holiday activity for
our young people. In collaboration with
‘Young Talent’, an organization based in our
district capital of Porto Novo, the four days
between Friday 31 July and Monday 3
August saw a whole series of events under
the heading ‘Young people, environment,
climate change and the great importance
of the oceans’.
‘Young Talent’ was created in 2017 with the
aim of “Helping young people, especially
talented individuals, through educational
training, upskilling and instruction in order
to combat material and intellectual
poverty”.  
Specifically in our case, this involved 17 young people – together with four of 
the organization’s leading representatives – presented an environmental-
awareness programme here in Tarrafal, the message being conveyed mainly by
artistic means. Musical numbers, a mural, a film screening followed by a 
debate, and a concert evening explored issues such as global warming and the 
role of the oceans, dwindling fish stocks, illegal sand mining and prevention of 
waste (especially plastics). 

On the Friday evening, the Cape Verdean 
documentary called Sandgrains 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ZIQ1iJ4wPvI) was shown, after which the
topics of declining fish stocks and illegal 
removal of sand were discussed – issues of 
growing and particular importance here in 
Tarrafal. 
The Saturday evening began with several 
pieces of music performed by the band 
‘Young Talent’. There then followed a talk by 
Corrine Almeida, professor of marine biology

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZIQ1iJ4wPvI
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at the Universidade Técnica do Atlântico in Mindelo, rounded off by a Q&A and 
a discussion around ocean species and their 
protection. 
The Sunday began with a litter pick in the 
village and on Tarrafal’s main beach, followed
by a nice long swim in the sea and other 
leisure activities. In the afternoon, two 
sections of the outer wall of the village’s 
polivalente (multipurpose sports ground) 
were decorated with a graffiti mural by two 
young artists from Porto Novo. At the same 
time, several other participants set off with 
DaM’s chair, Jailson Carvalho, on a boat trip 

to Monte Trigo to see this even more remote village, taking this opportunity to 
deliver a second consignment of donated food
and supplies to the villagers (see below). The
evening was given over entirely to the band
‘Young Talent’ and their enthusiastic audience. 

The band consists of 12 members in a
changing line-up. They presented their own
compositions in styles ranging from hip-hop to
morna (a traditional, melancholic Cape
Verdean music genre), including cover versions

of well-known
songs from
these islands. The boys and girls aged 
between 10 (!) and 28 are all indeed ‘young 
talents’, ranging from promising to sublime 
(four of the seven singers having already won
music
competitions)
and the
amount of fun
evident in the
music they
make

matches the level of talent on display. Two
guitarists, one bassist and a drummer, along

with the
vocalists,
made for a
highly
professional sound. Particularly captivating 
were the appearances of rapper Indzayz – 
amusing, yet thought-provoking, self-
penned rhymes dealing with the 
environment and its protection, which he 
performed (to a guitar accompaniment) so 
vividly and skilfully that he easily gained the 
rapt attention and earned the loud applause 



of the audience. The band members had,
over the previous few days, even written new
lyrics and songs especially for this evening.
After a late breakfast, the mural was officially
dedicated on Monday morning; the group,
numbering 21, then set off back to Porto
Novo.
We will be able to look back on an
unforgettable, inspiring weekend that proved
a great all-round success!

As for the food aid campaign, it was time for round two: on Monday, 17 
August, we once again distributed a cesta basica (‘basic basket’ containing 

basic foodstuffs and cleaning products) to 
Tarrafal’s lowest-income families.
We purchased 625 kg of rice, 100 kg of 
lentils, 100 kg of sugar, 100 kg of salt, 200 
kg of pasta/noodles, nine crates of olive oil, 
nine crates of soya oil, 1,500 stock cubes, 
108 bottles of washing-up liquid, 108 bottles
of disinfectant and 192 double-size packs of 
toilet paper. We also obtained 73 used flour 
and rice sacks for individual bagging and, 
once more – unfortunately but necessarily – 
a great many plastic bags for the weighed-

out flour, lentils, sugar, etc. Fortunately, in this part of the world no-one needs 
to be told to reuse plastic bags, and rice or flour sacks are much sought-after 
everyday items in Cape Verde – they can be
used for bagging and transporting fruits and
vegetables such as breadfruit, yams and sweet
potatoes, as well as sand and other building
materials, animal dung, etc.
As our neighbouring communities in the hill
country now obtain assistance from other non-
profits, this time all of the bought-in food and
supplies went to children and young people
from Tarrafal and their relatives – 108 families
overall. The organization Pangea e.V.
(www.pangea-ev.de) paid for these purchases, having generously offered to do

so following our first cesta basica drive.

The 60 families in Monte Trigo received their 
second cesta basica on Sunday, 2 August (see 
above). When the boat carrying the supplies 
arrived there, with our DaM presidente Jailson 
Carvalho on board, almost a dozen women 
were waiting to divide up the bulk cargo into 
smaller units, and then the cestas were 
distributed to the families straight away. As 

http://www.pangea-ev.de/


before, the costs were met by the charity ‘Amigos de Monte Trigo’ 
(www.amigos-montetrigo.de; website in German). 

A huge thank-you goes out to all the private donors who have, since our last 
newsletter came out, contributed to our food aid drive for families from Tarrafal
by making a donation to our account. 
As Pangea e.V. has covered the costs of the second bulk purchase of supplies, 
we now also have resources available for a third cesta basica in a few weeks – 
and, at the moment, it looks very much as if the economic situation in Cape 
Verde has a long way to go before it hits bottom. 

Anyone who would like to contribute towards the ongoing food aid to our 
villagers, or to another of our projects, is welcome to do so:

Account holder / Kontoinhaber: Förderverein Dar as Maos e.V.
Account no. / Konto-Nr.: 41 06 72 79 00
IBAN: DE83 4306 0967 4106 7279 00
BIC: GENODEM1GLS (GLS Bank)

Our supporting organization (Förderverein) in Germany will be happy to issue 
tax-deductible receipts for donations.

Many thanks to all the actively involved individuals, private donors
and participating organizations for your support. Our solidarity and
practical help greatly eases the burden on the families affected, and

provides them with hope.
 ‘Dar as Mãos’ – reaching out a hand

http://www.amigos-montetrigo.de/

